OMGCatCoin
1st crypto currency coin dedicated to support homeless cats!
Version 1.0.0
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Not your average whitepaper
This is not average whitepaper that you read as every ICO project is different from
anothers. Hoping that this whitepaper will reach every reader as wžcreater of this
project will reach milestones.

1. OMGCatCoin Introduction
OMGCatCoin is a decentraized platform on the Ethereum Blockchain.
OMGCatCoin will connect all homeless cats with those peoples who loves cats and want
to help. By donating (helping) to a homeless cats shelters each investor will give some
OMGCatCoins based on invested value of coins. OMGCatCoin(OMGCAT) leveraging
blockchain technology to ensure that transactions are secure and safe for all
participants. This technology revolves around decentralized data storage that can
record transactions between parties in a efficient, trustless, and immutable manner.
By reaching soft cap OMGCatCoin will launch platform, an innovative socialdonating platform that addresses to the needs of this current generation of users. This
platform will connect all users who wants to support homeless cats by donating some
amount of OMGCatCoin crypto currency to homeless cats shelters employees. Features
such as donating to any homeless cats shelter from all world around will be main thing
that platform will support with innovative technologies.
With OMGCat coins, users will be able to spend by donating to cats shelters, it will
also be available to support by buying foods, medicine or other necessary stuff for cats
shelters. Also its planned to be listed on some exchanges to get value of it so this
opportunity also may use passive investors who wants to hold tokens.
Join the discussion on BitcoinTalk at https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3627706.0
and follow us on Twitter @OMGCatCoin or facebook
https://www.facebook.com/OMGCatCoin-2019774848285879 for the latest updates.

2. OMGCatCoin Ecosystem

OMGCat platform will be developer to fully integrate with the OMGCatCoin, and
has laid out a threepart plan to establish and grow OMGCat network value:
1. Drive network and user adoption for the OMGCat platform.
2. Develop a system of rewards and benefits for users and partners.
3. Enable each user wallet to spend OMGCat.

OMGCatCoin team will assist in integrating, supporting and ugrading OMGCat
coin and platform to help bring their user into the OMGCat network.

3. OMGCatCoin Solution Overview

OMGCatCoin team will bei mplemented excisting new blockchain features to help
connect peoples who loves cats and homeless animals to help connect those who need
help mostly. OmgCatcoin will seeks to automate the donation process by establishing
blockchain technology and everyone who wants transparancy and private way to helps
cats will be able to do over such platform. Our decentralized model will give power back
to the users, thus providing the easy way to donate. We believe that the OMGCatCoin
ecosystem will quickly generate significant amouts of revenue for OMGCatCoin
investors. In this way making the OMGCatCoin network more sticky for both the donator
and as well and for homeless cats.
This creates a virtuous cycle that enables sustainable growth.

4. ICO token distribution
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•

30% of all collected OMGCatCoins will be donated to local homeless cats shelters
to buy food, pay bill for veterinarians and buy others neccesarry stuff.

•

20% of all collected OMGCatCoins will be transferred to development team to
support servers, tools, pay sallary and this how to help build homeless cats
blockchain based plaform.

•

10% of all collected OMGCatCoins will be distributed to advertisment, to
advertise platform and attract new cat lovers who would like to invest, donate,
buy, sell or gift OMGCatCoins.

•

8% of all collected OMGCatCoins will be gived to community developers for
finding bugs and support them.

•

2% of all collected OMGCatCoins will be keep for futures reserves in case to hold
stability of this coin price in exchanges.

5 FAQ
What is OMGCATCoin?
It’s entire project that consist of two main parts:
1. OMGCatCoin is a cryptocurrency built on the Ethereum blockchain platform. It's
writed using Solidity smart contracts programming language by using ERC20
technical standard.
2. OMGCat blockchain platform that will connect cat lovers from entire world and
homeless cats who needs their support most.
What is purpose of the OMGCAT?
At first days it was fun and friendly cryptocurrency (OMGCatCoin) and was created for
famous OMGCat video - https://youtu.be/C_S5cXbXe-4. Lately it evolved into big project
that connect OMGCatCoins digital currency and blockchain based homeless cat platform
where any user will be able to donate some amount of OMGCat Coins to cats or to
shelters. Also 30% of collected all ETH during ICO will be donated to animal shelter to
support homeless cats.
What can I do with OMGCAT?
You support the development of the project and the reaching of its main mission popularization of blockchain technologies and homeless cats. You can buy, sell. give,
collect, HODL, transfer, donate, gift to someone or just proud of making world better
place to live for homless cats :)
Why ETH better then bitcoin?
Because It's been actually growing a lot faster and used much more than Bitcoin. Has
better block time and the better technology.
How to get?
Just send some ETH to the contract address in right and you will get OMGCatCoin's in
return. 1000 OMGCatCoin's for 1 ETH. Isn't simple?
What is the future of OMGCat Coin?
Hoping to be listed on crypto exchanges during 2018 years and in late 2019 years deliver
blockchain based platform where any user will be able to donate coins for shelters, share
cats photo and etc..
Why there is long-term ICO?

OMGCatCoin was a 100% fair launch without investment rounds. We are not planning to
go a get-rich-quick-scheme quickly in month or two by creating Pre-ICO, Private ICO and
3 ICO's stages. We are planned to keep ICO for six months until 19-10-2018 so that
everyone can invest. We believe that everyone/anytime can buy coins whenever they
want it during whole 6 months period.

Is it SCAM?
No, This is real and planning to be long with 100% transparency.
What happen if you reach soft/hard cap?
Soft cap - we will make blockchain platform as promised and promote locally.
Hard cap - we will make blockchain platform and promote/advertise globally to connect
whole world homeless cats shelters
What is final goal?
Build powerful blockchain based platform which will connects all OmgCatCoin investors
with homeless cats shelters so that user will be able to decide into which one shelter and
how much coins they wanted to donate. This will power a transparent donating-making
mechanism which will ensure a trusted way of investor profit.. A member from shelter
will be able to share pictures, videos and provide reports where investor money was
spent.
What will you do with all ETH?
It will be divided in some parts to pay for servers, advertisment, salary and 30% of all
colected ETH will be donated to support homeless cats shelters (for more info please
see 4. ICO token distribution section ). Moreover we are planing for expanding into some
exchanges to increase buyers coins value.
When it will be distributed to investors?
Tokens are distributed to investors every sunday.

6 OMGCatCoins characteristics
Contract address 0x37D82a4e03E93529c1A32429984E12e7875Ea1D8
Symbol

OMGCAT

Type

ERC20

Decimals

18

Soft cap

500 ETH

Hard cap

15,000 ETH

Initial Value

1 ETH = 1,000 OMGCAT

Initial ICO

April 19, 2018 at 12pm CET

ICO duration

6 months

Token Supply Cap 100,000,000,000 OMGCAT

Have any questions ?
Please contact in hi@omgcatcoin.com if you have any questions.

